Calibration

White Balance Calibration

- Only required for Color Pack
- Use the arrow sensitivity to view the back side of calibrated objects and adjust the camera position and focus to create the proper balance.

Fixed Scan

- New Project or Open Project
- Focused Object Mode
- Quick Scan
- Quick Scan with Fixed Scan
- Quick Scan with Handheld HD Scan
- Quick Scan with Handheld Rapid Scan

Handheld HD Scan

- New Project or Open Project
- Focused Object Mode
- Quick Scan
- Quick Scan with Handheld HD Scan
- Quick Scan with Handheld Rapid Scan

Handheld Rapid Scan

- New Project or Open Project
- Focused Object Mode
- Quick Scan
- Quick Scan with Handheld HD Scan
- Quick Scan with Handheld Rapid Scan

Scan Mode Selection

- Outdoor scanning in forested areas:
  - Use fixed scan with object avoidance.
  - Use handheld HD scan with object avoidance.
  - Use handheld rapid scan with object avoidance.

Scanning Tips

- Scan mode selection:
  - Fixed scan is not recommended for object avoidance.
  - Use handheld HD scan for object avoidance.
  - Use handheld rapid scan for object avoidance.
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